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The IP3 BASIC Pedestal
Things To Know Before You Start!
-Be sure all power is OFF from the panel to the installation location.
-Access to the pedestal is gained by sliding one section up and down, see complete details below.
-DO NOT use power tools to lock or unlock the pedestal, use a 5/32” hex wrench ONLY!
-Keep all fingers, wires etc. clear of both the cap and the base when closing the pedestal.
IP3 BASIC Pedestal Options/Configurations:

The IP3 BASIC Pedestal line is available with different options, the IPLC Control is NOT included in this line. The enclosed pedestal
will reflect what you have ordered.
-Heights Available 13”or 29”
-45 down coverless bonnet option includes a 15 amp rated receptacle
-FS mount option comes with a pre-cut FS standard mount opening. The receptacle and while-in-use cover is NOT included.
-NO accessory deck or din rails
-Includes 4 Mounting Rings and 4 Stainless Steel Washers

Mounting The Enclosure:
The IP3 Pedestal is anchored using the universal mounting rings provided allowing for a wide
range of bolt patterns from 6” to 7” spacing. Standard bolt size is 5/8”. To mount, position
the enclosure over the mounting bolts in the concrete base and place the mounting rings over
the bolts rotating them until they fit in place. Install the stainless steel washers provided over
the bolts and finger snug the mounting nuts (not included) before tightening.
Mounting Rings In Place

Access To The Enclosure:
Only the section with the visible Hex Socket Screws slides up and down for installation and
service of the pedestal. DO NOT USE POWER TOOLS TO LOCK OR UNLOCK. A 5/32”
Hex wrench is used (not included) to lock or unlock the enclosure. Turn the screws
CLOCKWISE as far as possible to unlock the pedestal and COUNTER CLOCKWISE to
lock. Using power tools on these screws will strip them and they can not be replaced on site!
Side View Of Pedestal In
Service Position

To Open: This pedestal has been shipped in
the unlock position and is ready to open.
Using the outlet cover or FS opening as a hand
hold carefully slide the front section of the
enclosure up past both the safety clip and the
service clip. The top cap of the pedestal moves
with this section. CAUTION: This clip is
designed to keep the front section from falling
down however DO NOT apply pressure or
place anything heavy on the top of the
pedestal when open or in the service position.

Service
Clip

Safety
Clip

5/32” Hex Wrench Used To
Lock/Unlock Pedestal

To Close: Using the outlet cover or FS opening as a
hand hold, lift the front section slightly to release the
pressure on the service clip, push the clip in and slowly
slide the front down past the clip. Continue to slide down
slowly, stopping at the safety clip. Check to be sure all
fingers, wires etc. are free of the cap and base before
proceeding. Once clear, push in the safety clip and
slowly slide the front down to the base. Using both hands
squeeze in around the sides of the top just below the cap
and firmly push the front down into place on the base.
Lock the pedestal (using a hex wrench ONLY) by turning
the screws counter clockwise until flush with the outside
surface.

Wiring Information: The BASIC pedestal models with receptacle can be installed as two separate circuits since we have removed the
tabs from the plug. Available wires are Red - Hot, Black - Hot, White - Neutral, White/Black Stripe - Neutral. The ground wires are
already connected within the pedestal, one ground stud is available on the base.
Warranty & Disclaimer: The IP3 has a 3 year warranty on material and workmanship. This covers normal use
of the product only and does not cover abuse, accidental damage or vandalism. The manufacturer is not responsible
for the proper use and installation of this product. The manufacturer is not responsible for any costs for installation
or removal of this product for any reason.
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